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ABSTRACT

A large fraction of massive stars evolve in interacting binary systems, which dramatically modifies the outcome of stellar evolution. We
investigated the properties of blue supergiants in binary systems and whether they are suitable for extragalactic distance determinations
using the flux-weighted gravity luminosity relationship (FGLR). This is a relationship between the absolute bolometric magnitude
Mbol and the spectroscopically determined flux-weighted gravity gF = g/T 4

eff
, where g is the surface gravity and Teff is the effective

temperature. We computed a grid of binary stellar evolution models with MESA and use the v2.1 BPASS models to examine whether
they are compatible with the relatively small scatter shown by the observed relationship. Our models have initial primary masses of
9–30 M�, initial orbital periods of 10–2511 days, mass ratio q = 0.9, and metallicity Z = 0.02. We find that the majority of primary
stars that produce blue supergiant stages are consistent with the observed FGLR, with a small offset towards brighter bolometric
magnitudes. In between 1%–24% of cases, binary evolution may produce blue supergiants after a mass transfer episode, that lie below
the observed FGLR. A very small number of such stars have been found in extragalactic FGLR studies, suggesting that they may have
evolved through binary interaction. Some models with shorter periods could resemble blue hypergiants and luminous blue variables.
We used CMFGEN radiative transfer models to investigate the effects of unresolved secondaries on diagnostics for Teff and g, and the
biases on the determination of interstellar reddening and Mbol. We find that the effects are small and within the observed scatter, but
could lead to a small overestimate of the luminosity, of Teff and of g for extreme cases. We conclude that the observed FGLR can, in
principle, be well reproduced by close binary evolution models. We outline directions for future work, including rotation and binary
population synthesis techniques.
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1. Introduction

Massive stars have significant effects on the evolution of their
host galaxies, as they are among the most important sources of
ionising photons and producers of many of the chemical ele-
ments. The vast majority of O and B-type massive stars with
masses 8–30 M� will evolve to blue supergiants (BSGs) of spec-
tral types B and A, before cooling further and becoming red
supergiants (RSGs; e.g. Maeder 1981; Chiosi & Maeder 1986;
Maeder & Meynet 2000; Urbaneja et al. 2008; Eldridge et al.
2008; Ekström et al. 2012; Langer 2012; Chieffi & Limongi
2013). While BSGs have classically been considered post core-H
burning stars, recent studies have raised the possibility that BSGs
are actually still core-H burning (McEvoy et al. 2015; Vink et al.
2010). With temperatures ranging from 8000 K to 25 000 K, the
spectrum of the B and A type BSGs peaks at visual wavelengths.
They are among the brightest stars in the universe in the visual
range, with absolute visual magnitudes of up to MV = −9.5 mag.

Observational evidence for a large number of binaries has
been around for many decades (e.g. Garmany et al. 1980),
but recently our understanding of the importance of binaries

has rapidly increased (Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Mason et al.
2009; Sana et al. 2012; Sota et al. 2014; Dunstall et al. 2015;
Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Almeida et al. 2017). Interaction
between stars in binary systems can lead to mass transfer
episodes, typically classified into Case A (pre-core hydro-
gen exhaustion), Case B (post-core hydrogen exhaustion) or
Case C (post-core He burning) mass transfer (Paczyński 1966;
Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967). Stellar evolution models and pop-
ulation synthesis of massive stars have also concluded that
some observations are better explained by incorporating bina-
ries (e.g. Vanbeveren et al. 1998; van Bever & Vanbeveren 1998;
Petrovic et al. 2005; Eldridge et al. 2008; de Mink et al. 2013;
Zapartas et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2017). Recent observational
campaigns have improved our understanding of initial parame-
ters of binary systems, in particular the fraction of stars that exist
in a binary system. Observations by Sana et al. (2012) reported
an interacting binary fraction of 0.69 ± 0.09 for O-type stars in
open clusters in the Galaxy. Sana et al. (2013) and Dunstall et al.
(2015) studied the Tarantula region in the LMC, reporting inter-
acting binary fractions of 0.51 ± 0.04 for O-type stars and 0.58
± 0.11 for B-type stars respectively.
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Moe & Di Stefano (2017) compiled observations of
early-type binaries and reported a single star fraction of 16% for
9–16 M� stars and 6% for > 16 M� stars (these values include
non-interacting long period binaries). Because the fraction of
massive stars that exist in binary systems is high, understanding
the effects of binary interactions on both the primary and the
secondary is critical to understanding the evolution of massive
stars and their impact on host galaxies.

Because BSGs are typically the brightest stars in their
galaxies in optical light, they are ideal candidates for deter-
mining extragalactic distances (Kudritzki et al. 1999). The
flux-weighted gravity luminosity relationship (FGLR) is a pow-
erful method which has been used to determine extragalactic dis-
tances with BSGs, both within the Local Group (Urbaneja et al.
2008; Vivian et al. 2009) and beyond (Kudritzki et al. 2012,
2014, 2016; Bresolin et al. 2016). The FGLR is an observation-
ally tight relationship for BSGs, between the absolute bolometric
magnitude Mbol and the “flux-weighted gravity” gF. For a star
with a given surface gravity g, and effective temperature Teff ,
Kudritzki et al. (2003) defined
gF = g/T 4

eff . (1)

The technique was first described by Kudritzki et al. (2003)
and has since been further calibrated (Kudritzki et al. 2008b;
Urbaneja et al. 2017). A major advantage of the FGLR technique
for distance measurement is that it uses a spectroscopic method
that allows for accurate correction of interstellar reddening and
extinction of each individual BSG. This avoids extinction and
metallicity induced uncertainties associated with alternative dis-
tance methods.

It has been shown that the shape, scatter and metallicity
dependence of the observed FGLR are well explained by stellar
evolution models of single stars (Meynet et al. 2015). However,
some evolutionary scenarios such as those with very strong mass
loss during the RSG stage (causing the star to evolve back to the
blue with a low mass) were found to be disfavoured. If frequent,
such scenarios would produce a scatter of the FGLR well above
the one that is observed (Meynet et al. 2015). The FGLR was
also briefly studied using evolutionary models of binary systems
by Eldridge et al. (2017).

In this paper, we expand upon the work of Meynet et al.
(2015) and investigate the impact of close binary evolution on
the FGLR. In particular, we explore the question of whether
Roche-lobe overflow produces BSGs that are compatible with
the observed FGLR.

We use the detailed library of tracks in v2.1 BPASS com-
puted by Eldridge et al. (2017), and our own close binary stellar
evolution models that we compute using MESA (Paxton et al.
2015, 2013, 2011).

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the
properties of the stellar evolution models. In Sect. 3, we investi-
gate how the evolution of BSGs is affected by binary interaction.
We discuss the results and implications in Sect. 4 and conclude
our analysis in Sect. 5.

2. Stellar evolution models

We use the BPASS suite of binary models and the MESA stel-
lar evolution code to study the properties of BSGs in binary
systems. To reproduce the bulk of the observed population, we
focus on a mass range of 9–30 M�. We study models with initial
orbital periods in the range log(P/days) = 1.0–3.4 (i.e. P = 10–
2511 days). As we discuss in Sect. 4.1, the mass ratio q (where
q = msec/mpri) has little effect on the evolution of the primary

star in the BSG stage and on the FGLR plot over a wide range
of initial masses and periods. For this reason, we discuss only a
mass ratio of q = 0.9 throughout this paper.

2.1. BPASS models

We select models with initial primary masses of 9, 15, 20 and
30 M�, metallicity Z = 0.020 and mass ratio q = 0.9 from the
v2.1 BPASS suite of binary models (see Eldridge et al. 2017 for
details). To examine the effects of the initial period, we choose
models with initial orbital periods of log(P/days) = 1.4, 2.0, 2.4,
3.0, 3.2 and 3.4.

2.2. MESA models

To complement the BPASS models, we use the MESA stellar
evolution code to compute our own models (Paxton et al. 2015,
2013, 2011). The models in the BPASS suite follow only the
primary star with detailed calculations (Eldridge et al. 2017).
It is important to investigate whether the secondary will pro-
duce a BSG and how these BSGs compare with the observed
data. For this reason, we compute a small grid of models using
MESA. Our models have initial primary masses of 12, 15, 20
and 30 M� with metallicity Z = 0.020 and a mass ratio of q =
0.9. We choose a range of initial orbital periods of log(P/days)
= 1.0, 2.0, 2.6, 3.0, 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4. We exclude very short
periods as the system is likely to enter common envelope evo-
lution, which is difficult to model accurately. We also exclude
systems with initial orbital periods P > 2511 days, because the
stars in these systems would evolve very similarly to single
stars.

2.3. Physical ingredients of models

In this section, we summarise the physical ingredients we use in
our MESA models and provide a comparison with the ingredi-
ents in the BPASS models.

– We use the Schwarzschild criterion for convection (as in
BPASS).

– We consider convective core overshoot using a step function
over a layer of thickness 0.3 HP above the hydrogen core,
where HP is the pressure scale height at the outer boundary of
the core. The BPASS models include convective overshoot-
ing with δov = 0.12, which results in an overshooting length
of around 0.3 HP for massive stars.

– We use a mixing length for convection of 1.5 HP. The BPASS
models use a mixing length for convection of 2.0 HP. We use
the MLT++ scheme (Paxton et al. 2013) in MESA to assist
with the convergence of the models. We note that this may
impact the properties of BSGs after mass transfer.

– We use the “Dutch” wind mass loss scheme in MESA with
the scaling factor of 1.0. This scheme involves a combina-
tion of results from de Jager et al. (1988), Nugis & Lamers
(2000), Vink et al. (2001) for different regimes. A similar
mass loss scheme is used in BPASS.

– We use the “Kolb” (Kolb & Ritter 1990) mass transfer pre-
scription to calculate the mass transfer rate. The BPASS
models use a method inspired by Hurley et al. (2002) with
a Roche lobe radius defined by Eggleton (1983).

– We do not consider rotation or tidal interactions, but assume
non-conservative mass transfer as in Yoon et al. (2017) and
as predicted by previous binary models including the effects
of rotation (Yoon et al. 2010; Petrovic et al. 2005). In these
studies, the accretor is quickly spun up to critical rotation
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary tracks for primary stars of masses 12 and 20 M�
for BPASS models (dashed line) and MESA models (solid line). The
initial orbital period is log(P/days) = 3.0. Blue, green and red indicate
the first, second and third BSG stages respectively. The maroon dia-
mond indicates the evolutionary point at which the hydrogen surface
abundance drops below 0.5.

during mass transfer and in response, the stellar wind mass
loss increases dramatically. This effectively results in highly
non-conservative mass transfer. Our models all undergo Case
B mass transfer and we use a mass accretion efficiency of
β = 0.2 as suggested by previous results (e.g. Yoon et al.
2010). The BPASS models assume a maximum accretion
rate Ṁsec,max = Msec/τKH, where τKH is the Kelvin-Helmholz
timescale.

– We evolve the stars to a central temperature of Tc = 109 K,
corresponding to the end of carbon burning. The luminos-
ity and effective temperature remain almost constant after
Tc increases beyond 109 K (Hirschi et al. 2004; Groh et al.
2013b; Yoon et al. 2017).

In this work, we define the BSG stage for the primary stars as
post-main sequence stars with an effective temperature between
8000 and 25 000 K, and hydrogen surface fraction X > 0.5. Due
to mass accretion, the secondary stars may expand and look like
BSGs before the completion of core hydrogen burning. For this
reason, we define the secondary stars with Teff between 8000
and 25 000 K, and X > 0.5, as BSGs if they have accreted mass
due to mass transfer, even if they are still core-hydrogen burning
stars.

In Fig. 1 we compare the BPASS and MESA evolutionary
tracks for models with the same initial mass of the primary, mass
ratio and initial orbital period. For the 20 M� models, BPASS
and MESA produce similar qualitative evolution, however there
are some quantitative differences between the models due to
differences in physical ingredients. The main sequence (MS)
track in the MESA model is slightly longer than the BPASS
model because the MESA models were computed with a differ-
ent overshoot implementation, creating a larger convective core
during the core-H burning phase. At this point it is worth not-
ing that different stellar evolution codes use different values for
the overshooting parameter as well as different implementations
of convective-core overshooting. This has consequences for the
MS lifetime and the width of the MS (Martins & Palacios 2013).
Increased overshooting results in larger cores and an extension
of the MS to cooler temperatures. The extension of the MS

also depends on other complex mechanisms such as rotation and
magnetic fields.

The 20 M� MESA model undergoes a sharp drop in luminos-
ity before the RSG stage due to a mass transfer episode. Such
a sharp drop in luminosity is not present in the BPASS mod-
els. This is likely due to differences in mass transfer prescrip-
tions adopted in the MESA models and the BPASS models. The
evolutionary point at which X drops below 0.5 occurs during
the RSG stage in the MESA model and in the blue part of the
HR diagram in the BPASS model. This difference is also likely
largely due to overshooting. Larger cores (as in the MESA mod-
els) make the star evolve more rapidly to the red part of the HR
diagram after the MS phase. This means that a larger fraction
of the core helium burning phase occurs during the RSG phase
where strong mass losses occur. These strong mass losses favour
a more rapid appearance of deep layers at the surface. We also
note that the BPASS model produces a hotter Wolf-Rayet (WR)
star than the MESA model. A possible explanation is that the
two models have different surface compositions due to different
mass-loss histories.

The 12 M� BPASS and MESA models differ qualitatively
in their post-MS evolution. The MESA model produces a well
developed loop but the BPASS model remains in the RSG phase.
This is a result of the fact that the MESA models are redder
and more extended than the BPASS models (due to differences
in mixing lengths for convection) and therefore more prone to
go through a stronger mass transfer episode during the RSG
phase.

3. Impacts of binary interaction on BSGs

In this section we discuss the impact of binary interaction on
BSGs under the assumption that the BSG can be observed with-
out spectral contamination from its companion. In Sect. 4.5, we
discuss the impact of the presence of a secondary on the quanti-
ties inferred from a combined unresolved spectrum.

3.1. Primary stars

The left panels of Figs. 2 and 3 show the evolutionary tracks of
the primary stars in the HR diagram from the BPASS models and
the MESA models respectively. A star can exist as a BSG either
when crossing the HR diagram from the main sequence to the
RSG stage (first stage), or after the RSG stage (second stage).

3.1.1. First stage BSGs

With both the BPASS and MESA models, BSGs that form dur-
ing the first crossing of the HR diagram after the main sequence
(first stage) produce characteristics mostly consistent with the
observed FGLR (right panels of Figs. 2 and 3). In systems with
initial periods P > 100 days, the first BSG stage is not affected
by binarity as the mass transfer does not begin until after the
BSG stage, when log(Teff /K) < 3.9. In these cases, these BSGs
present similar characteristics to those obtained from a single
star.

However, in systems with short initial periods, P ≤ 100 days,
the mass transfer begins during or before the first BSG stage
(e.g. see dashed blue part of tracks in Fig. 3). This is evident
in the HR diagram from the drop in luminosity as a result of
the mass loss. In the BPASS models, despite the change in mass
(which results in a change in gF), the BSGs are still compati-
ble with the observed FGLR due to a corresponding change in
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Fig. 2. Left panels: HR diagram for BPASS models (primary stars only) with initial periods of log(P/days) = 1.4, 2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, where
P is in days. Initial masses are 9, 15, 20 and 30 M� with a mass ratio of 0.9. Blue and green indicate first and second BSG stages respectively.
Not all parts of the track crossing the BSG after a RSG stage are in green. This is because we define that a BSG has a hydrogen surface fraction
X > 0.5. The maroon diamond indicates the evolutionary point at which the hydrogen surface abundance drops below 0.5. Right panels: Mbol
vs. Log g/T 4

eff
planes for the same models as in the left panels. The colours have the same meaning as the left panels. Black triangles represent

observations of individual BSGs. The observations are taken from NGC 300 (Kudritzki et al. 2008b), other galaxies (Kudritzki et al. 2008a), M 33
(Vivian et al. 2009), M 81 (Kudritzki et al. 2012), WLM (Urbaneja et al. 2008), NGC 3109 (Hosek et al. 2014), NGC 3621 (Kudritzki et al. 2014)
and NGC 4258 (Kudritzki et al. 2013). Light grey dashed lines join the first and second BSG stages from the same model.

luminosity. For the MESA models, this large mass transfer pro-
duces tracks outside the observed FGLR. However, because
Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF) is taking place, the spectrum of the
star would probably be modified because of the high accretion
and mass-loss rate (see discussion for post-mass transfer systems
in Sect. 4.7). As a result, these stars would probably not appear
as a normal BSG and therefore the FGLR would not apply to

them. In this case, the duration of the BSG stage would be short-
ened because of the beginning of the mass transfer episode.

3.1.2. Second stage BSGs

Our models show that not all evolutionary tracks going back to
the blue after a RSG stage produce a BSG phase. This is because
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Fig. 3. Left panels: HR diagrams for primary stars in MESA models, with initial masses of 12, 15, 20 and 30 M�, mass ratio of q = 0.9 and
Z = 0.020. Blue, green and red indicate first, second and third BSG stages respectively. The dashed line indicates the period during which mass
transfer takes place. Not all parts of the track crossing the BSG after a RSG stage are in green. This is because we define that a BSG has a hydrogen
surface fraction X > 0.5. The maroon diamond indicates the evolutionary point at which the hydrogen surface abundance drops below 0.5. Right
panels: Mbol vs. Log g/T 4

eff
planes for same models as in left panels. The colours have the same meaning as the left panels. Observations sources

are listed in caption of Fig. 2. Light grey dashed lines join the first and second BSG stages from the same model.
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some models have low hydrogen surface abundances, X, and we
only consider stars with X > 0.5 as BSGs.

If we compare the post-RSG evolution of the 15 M� models
computed with MESA for different initial periods (see left panel
of Fig. 3), we find that there are three different evolutionary out-
comes. For a system with a short initial period (e.g. log(P/days)
= 2.0), the star evolves back to the blue after the RSG stage,
but with X < 0.5 so we do not classify it as a BSG. These
stars with hydrogen-poor envelopes would likely be classified as
blue hypergiants or luminous blue variables. For a system with
an intermediate period (e.g. log(P/days) = 3.0), the star evolves
back towards the blue with X > 0.5 creating a second BSG stage.
For a system with a long period (e.g. log(P/days) = 3.4), the star
does not evolve back to the blue. This trend is due to a general
decrease in mass loss due to mass transfer, with increasing initial
orbital period.

Interestingly, BSGs that result from a post-RSG stage evo-
lution are produced with characteristics far away from the
observed FGLR (see the green parts of the tracks in the FGLR
planes in Figs. 2 and 3). In the BPASS models, these BSGs
occur for only a relatively narrow range of parameters; only the
9 and 20 M� models produce a second BSG stage and these are
only produced for a limited range of periods. More second stage
BSGs are produced in the MESA models. This is due to differ-
ent ingredients in the physical models such as mixing and mass
transfer. These second stage BSGs are produced after undergo-
ing strong mass loss during the RSG stage. Recalling that gF
= g/T 4

eff
∝ M/L, we see that the combination of the decreased

mass and slightly increased luminosity results in a lower flux-
weighted gravity, gF. Because gF decreases and the luminosity
increases only slightly, the track in the FGLR plane is shifted to
the right. With the BPASS models, Eldridge et al. (2017) repro-
duced the FGLR for primary stars using a population synthesis.
In general they found that their models were consistent with the
observed FGLR, but they also noted the presence of stars to the
right of the observed scatter in the FGLR plane. This is consis-
tent with the results obtained here.

Whether a primary star of a given mass will produce a second
BSG stage depends on the initial period of the system. Using
this, we can estimate the percentage of primary stars, for a given
mass, that are positioned away from the observed FGLR. We
can combine the initial period distribution for binary systems,
the range of periods that produce a second BSG stage given by
the models (Figs. 2 and 3) and the lifetimes of these stages.

We use the initial period distribution for binary systems
reported by Sana et al. (2012), f (log(P/days)) ∝ log(P)−0.55

for log(P/days) ∈ [0.15, 3.5]. Based on the MESA models, we
approximate that 30 M� primary stars will produce a second
BSG stage for 2.8 < log(P/days) < 3.5. The lifetime of this
second BSG stage as a percentage of the total BSG lifetime of
the star is typically 80% in the MESA models. Given the above
period range, period distribution and lifetime, and assuming all
30 M� stars are primary stars that exist in binary systems with
log(P/days) ∈ [0.15, 3.5], we expect 10% of 30 M� primary stars
to be located away from the tight scatter in the FGLR plane. This
percentage is an upper limit, as not all stars are in a binary sys-
tem (Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Sana et al. 2012). This percentage
is similar for other primary masses in the MESA models inves-
tigated in this paper. Applying the same method to the BPASS
models, we estimate that 4% of 9 M� and 1% of 20 M� primary
stars should be located away from the tight scatter in the FGLR
plane. Therefore, based on the stellar evolution models and the
above assumptions, we would expect to see some stars located
away from the observed FGLR in the sample of ~140 BSGs

shown in the Mbol vs. log g/T 4
eff

diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3. A
few such objects have been detected and proposed to be prod-
ucts of binary interaction (Vivian et al. 2009), however they are
not included in the sample of BSGs shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4. We
discuss this further in Sect. 4.

3.2. Secondary stars

The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the secondary
stars during the lifetime of the primary. The secondary stars
begins its evolution on the MS, the same as single stars. When
mass transfer begins due to RLOF from the primary, the lumi-
nosity and temperature increase. For systems with shorter peri-
ods, the secondary stars stay in the blue part of the HR diagram.
For some systems with larger periods, the secondary stars may
expand rapidly towards the red and then contract back towards
the blue as they readjust to the increased mass (e.g. 13.5 M�
with log(P/days) = 3.3). The consequences of mass accretion
for the evolution of the secondary stars depend on the amount
of mass transferred, the structure of the envelope when mass
transfer takes place and the mass transfer mechanism used in
the evolution code (see Sect. 2.3). For classical studies of accre-
tion onto secondary stars, we refer the reader to Ulrich & Burger
(1976), Kippenhahn & Meyer-Hofmeister (1977). We also note
the topic has been more recently discussed by de Mink et al.
(2007), Cantiello et al. (2007).

The predicted FGLR sequences for these secondary stars
(assuming the BSG definition given above) are in good agree-
ment with the observed data. This agreement with the observa-
tions is helped by the low mass accretion efficiency (0.2) that we
use in our MESA models. As indicated by the dashed lines in
Fig. 4, almost all of the BSG stages occur during a regime where
the secondary is technically (according to our criteria) a BSG,
but it is interacting with the primary. During this interaction, the
models indicate that, for a short period of time, the mass accre-
tion rates can reach 10−2 M� yr−1 which may obscure the star.

The secondary may be spun up to the critical rotation as
the transferred matter carries angular momentum. The high
mass accretion rate may also produce a dense, flattened kep-
lerian disk around the secondary, as in the case of HD 327083
(Wheelwright et al. 2012a,b). Furthermore, some B[e] stars have
been resolved in binaries (Meilland et al. 2017). Detailed radia-
tive transfer models would be needed to test this scenario.

When the primary star dies, a system composed of a neu-
tron star and the secondary star is formed. We continue to follow
the evolution of the binary system with MESA (treating the neu-
tron star as a point mass) until the secondary reaches the end
of carbon burning. We estimate the mass of the neutron star
using the final CO core mass of the primary and the relation-
ship between the remnant mass and the CO core mass given in
Table 4 in Georgy et al. (2012). We calculate the initial separa-
tion for the post-supernova evolution using the final separation
from the pre-supernova models and taking the envelope mass
ejected by the primary during the neutron star formation into
account. We assume circular orbits and no neutron star kick due
to the supernova. A significant fraction of such binary systems
would be unbound because of the neutron star kick, and the sec-
ondary would become a single star. For detailed studies of the
consequences of neutron star kicks and non-circular orbits see,
for example, Tauris & Takens (1998) and Renzo et al. (2018).

We compute the remaining evolution of the secondary after
the primary explodes for all models with an initial secondary
mass of 13.5 M�. We stop the evolution if the radius of the sec-
ondary star is greater than the distance between the two stars
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Fig. 4. Left panels: HR diagrams for secondary stars in MESA models, with initial masses of 10.8, 13.5, 18 and 27 M�. See caption of Fig. 3 for
other details. Right panels: Mbol vs. Log g/T 4

eff
planes for same models as in left panels. Observations sources are listed in caption of Fig. 2.

(i.e. the secondary star goes into contact with the remnant). This
occurs for models with initial periods of log(P/days) = 1.0 and
2.0.

For the models with larger initial periods, log(P/days) > 2.0,
the separation between the secondary and the neutron star is
so large that mass transfer does not occur. This means that the

evolution of the secondary, after the explosion of the primary, is
somewhat similar to a single 13.5 M� star, but with an increased
mass and a different internal structure due to previously accreted
mass from the primary. The evolutionary track of a 13.5 M�
secondary star from zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the
end of carbon burning is shown in Fig. 5 and the track of the
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Fig. 5. HR diagram for secondary stars in MESA models from the
ZAMS to end of carbon burning with initial secondary mass of 13.5 M�,
mass ratio of q = 0.9, Z = 0.020 and an initial orbital period of
log(P/days) = 3.4. The BSG stages are indicated in blue. The dashed
part of the track indicates when mass transfer takes place.

secondary (after the explosion of the primary) in the FGLR plane
is shown in Fig. 6. The location of the tracks in the FGLR plane
for the secondary, after the primary explodes, are in good agree-
ment with the observed FGLR. We conclude, at least for these
cases under our assumptions, that a secondary that has accreted
mass is expected to follow the FGLR.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of mass ratio

In our analysis above, we assumed a mass ratio of q = 0.9 for the
models. We use the outputs from the BPASS models to investi-
gate the effect of the mass ratio, q, on the evolution of the BSGs
and the tracks produced in the FGLR. Varying the mass ratio q
from 0.1 to 0.9, for the same primary mass and initial period,
we find the tracks in the FGLR plane are almost coincidental,
indicating that the mass ratio of the system has very little effect
on the predicted FGLR sequence. Some of these systems may
go into contact, especially those with a small mass ratio, for a
given initial orbital period and an initial mass of the primary.
However as we have not modelled such scenarios, we cannot
say much further about these systems. These systems are poten-
tially important as previous studies have indicated that binary
systems with short initial periods resulting in Case B mergers are
a promising channel for BSG production (Podsiadlowski et al.
1992; Justham et al. 2014; Menon & Heger 2017).

4.2. Range of orbital Periods leading to BSGs

The range of initial orbital periods we study is limited to 100–
2500 days. By studying the BPASS suite of models for larger
initial periods, we find that primary stars of mass 30 M� in
binary systems with initial periods P & 4000 days (log(P/days)
= 3.6) will not undergo mass transfer to the secondary. There-
fore, while some binary systems will have periods &4000 days,
the stars will not exchange mass due to RLOF and will evolve
similarly to single stars. The discussion of the shorter period sys-
tem is more complicated because different physical processes
become important. At short distances, tidal interactions occur
and systems are more prone to go into contact during their evo-
lution. Although these effects are very important for the evolu-
tion of these stars, they will likely not produce bona fide BSGs,
because they may induce chemically homogeneous evolution
(CHE) and thus move the stars away from the BSG region of the
HR diagram (Song et al. 2016; Yoon et al. 2010; de Mink et al.
2009). To induce CHE by tidal interaction, a very short initial

Fig. 6. Mbol vs. log g/T 4
eff

plane corresponding to the BSG stage for sec-
ondary stars orbiting a compact remnant for the same model as Fig. 5.

orbital period is needed and therefore the parameter space for
CHE is rather small (Song et al. 2016). Also, at solar metallicity,
strong stellar winds tend to widen the orbit, which can prevent
CHE. While a large fraction of Case A mass transfer systems
would also produce BSGs (see, for example Yoon et al. 2010),
the parameter space for Case A systems is much smaller than
for Case B systems and therefore we expect that Case A sys-
tems would only have a minor contribution to the production of
BSGs. The Case A fraction depends on how large stars become
on the main sequence and this is influenced by both rotation and
uncertain amounts of extra-mixing in stellar models.

4.3. Hydrogen abundance at the surface

The minimum hydrogen surface fraction X, that we assume in
our definition of a BSG stage, significantly affects the fraction
of stars that produce a second BSG stage. For this work, we
define the BSG stage with X > 0.5. Decreasing or increasing the
minimum X surface abundance results in a respective increase
or decrease in the fraction of stars that produce a second BSG
stage. For example, following the same method as in Sect. 3.1.2,
assuming a BSG for X > 0.3 (X > 0.6) predicts 24% (2%) of
15–30 M� primary stars to be located away from the tight scatter
in the FGLR plane. The evolution as a function of time of the
hydrogen surface fractions depend on the stellar models, and in
particular on how mass loss and mixing are treated.

In principle, the fraction of outliers could be used to con-
strain the models if a complete observational sample were avail-
able. However we note that the target selection for spectroscopic
FGLR distance determinations is heavily biased towards brighter
objects to enable spectroscopy with a decent signal-to-noise. To
assess the statistical effect of this selection bias on the frac-
tion of outliers is difficult without population synthesis. The
observations suggest a very small fraction of such objects. For
nearby galaxies with distances smaller than 2 Mpc (M 33, WLM,
NGC 3109, NGC 300), only two objects out of a total of 81 (or
2.5%) where found to be low mass FGLR outliers.

4.4. Impact of stellar rotation

In this subsection, we discuss how stellar rotation and its effects
on mixing and core size may affect the formation and proper-
ties of BSGs. Meynet et al. (2015) compare the observed FGLR
to single star models with and without rotation. They conclude
that single star models with rotation showed a slightly better
agreement with the observed FGLR than those without rotation.
We chose to compute all the MESA models in this study with-
out rotation in order to isolate the effect of mass transfer via
RLOF on the FGLR. For long period binary systems, we would
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expect the inclusion of rotation in the models to have the same
effect on the FGLR sequences as in the case of single stars and
hence a slightly better reproduction of the observed FGLR. In
very short period systems (with an orbital period of the order of
one day), tides rapidly cause the period of rotation of the star
to become equal to the orbital period (a process called synchro-
nisation). Since the orbital period is short, stars may be rotat-
ing so quickly that they may follow a homogeneous evolution
(Song et al. 2016; Yoon et al. 2010; de Mink et al. 2009). Stars
in these systems will likely not evolve to a BSG.

Rotation has an impact of the duration of the RSG phase
and thus impacts the probability that a system will undergo
RLOF during that phase. This will have further consequences
on the evolution of the star. Some effects of rotation, such as the
increase of the mass of the core during the MS phase, favour a
rapid redward evolution after the MS phase causing the begin-
ning of the RSG phase at an early stage of the core He-burning
process. This may favour RLOF during the RSG phase. Other
processes, such as the mixing of He into the H-rich envelope, has
mixed effects that can both favour and disfavour a rapid redward
evolution after the MS phase. On one hand, helium mixing into
the external H-rich layers reduces the mass fraction of hydrogen
in the H-burning shell. This tends to decrease the efficiency of
the H-burning shell, to reduce the size of the intermediate con-
vective zone attached to it and to favour a rapid redward evo-
lution (Maeder & Meynet 2001). On the other hand, the helium
mixing makes the star more homogeneous, tending to keep it in
a bluer region of the HR diagram. This disfavours the evolution
into a RSG phase, at least at an early stage of the core He-burning
phase (Goupil et al. 2013).

It is worth noting that the treatment of convection also plays
a crucial role in producing BSGs, for instance using the Ledoux
criterion instead of the Schwarschild criterion makes a difference
as discussed by Georgy et al. (2014). The choice of the convec-
tion criterion also affects the surface chemical composition and
possibly the timing of the mass transfer episodes in binary sys-
tems.

This interplay between the mass of the core, the behaviour
of the convective zone associated to the H-burning shell and the
degree of overall mixing is complex and remains to be more thor-
oughly explored. Rotation does affect the duration of the RSG
phase and thus, at least in an indirect way, any RLOF that will
occur at that stage. At the moment, the quantitative effects of
rotation on the properties of BSGs that appear after the RSG
phase is still an open question. However, it is difficult to say more
quantitatively how it affects the properties and the frequency of
the stage 2 BSGs. This question remains largely open.

4.5. Impact of an unresolved secondary on photometry and
spectroscopy of a BSG primary star

For the range of initial orbital periods chosen in the binary mod-
els produced using MESA, the typical separation between the
primary and secondary stars during the BSG stage ranges from
200–1200 R�.

As the FGLR is used as an extragalactic distance indicator
with BSGs at distances of the order of ~Mpc, the primary and
secondary stars are unresolved at these distances.

Because of this, it is important to study the impact of the
presence of an unresolved secondary star on the observed quan-
tities obtained for the primary star. It is possible that the pres-
ence of a secondary companion will contaminate the spectrum
and affect quantities derived from the spectrum such as the B−V
colour used for reddening corrections, the value obtained for log

Fig. 7. CMFGEN model spectrum computed at the beginning of the
BSG stage using outputs from our MESA binary models for a represen-
tative system of a 20 M� BSG primary and an 18 M� (MS) secondary.
The red line profiles indicate the CMFGEN model spectrum of a pri-
mary star with T = 23 000 K and log(g) = 3.0 dex. The green line indi-
cates a combination of the model spectrum of the primary star with
T = 23 000 K and log(g) = 3.00 dex and the secondary star with T =
26 000 K and log(g) = 3.50 dex. The flux ratio of the primary to the
secondary in the B band at the stage when the spectra are computed is
FB, pri/FB, sec = 2.3. Top panel: spectral region around the Hδ line which
is one of the diagnostics for log g. Bottom panel: spectral region around
SiII lines at 4553, 4568 and 4575 Å, which are T 4

eff
diagnostics along

with SiII and SiIV lines.

g or for Teff . The increased flux from an unresolved secondary
may also contribute to the bolometric magnitude assigned to the
primary.

In the context of post-interaction binary systems,
Götberg et al. (2017, 2018) looked at the detectability of
stripped stars and found that they may be challenging to detect
at optical wavelengths, but easier to detect at UV wavelengths.
Here, we look at the pre-interaction detectability of binary
systems and in particular how the flux from a secondary may
impact the spectrum of a primary BSG.

4.5.1. Determination of log g and Teff

We first look at how the presence of an unresolved secondary
would affect the values obtained from the spectrum for log g and
Teff .

In the analysis of observed BSG spectra, stellar gravities
are constrained through a model atmosphere fit of the higher
Balmer lines. For the determination of effective temperatures,
different methods are applied depending on the spectral type.
For BSGs of spectral type B0 to B5, the ionisation equilib-
rium of Si II/III/IV is used (e.g. Urbaneja et al. 2005). For
later spectral types (B6 to A4), Teff was originally obtained
from a fit of the Balmer jump in the earlier FGLR work (see
Kudritzki et al. 2008b) for details, however this method has since
been replaced by a χ2 fit of the total metal line spectrum between
4000 and 5500 Å which constrains Teff and metallicity simulta-
neously (Hosek et al. 2014; Kudritzki et al. 2013). To study the
effect of the secondary on these spectral features, we select a
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Fig. 8. CMFGEN model spectra computed at the end of the BSG stage
using outputs from our MESA binary models, taken from the same
binary models as in Fig. 7, but at a later evolutionary stage. The red
line profiles indicate the CMFGEN model spectrum of a primary star
with T = 9650 K and log(g) = 1.50 dex. The green line indicates a com-
bination of the model spectrum of the primary star with T = 9650 K
and log(g) = 1.50 dex and the secondary star with T = 26 000 K and
log(g) = 3.50 dex. The flux ratio of the primary to the secondary below
the Balmer jump is 3.0. Top panel: Hδ line for the primary (red) and
combined spectra (green). Middle panel: Balmer jump for the primary
(A-type supergiant; red) and combined spectrum (green). Fluxes are
normalised at 3790 Å for clarity. Bottom panel: change in Balmer jump
in the combined spectrum relative to the primary spectrum, as a function
of initial primary mass. The combined spectrum has the lower Balmer
jump.

representative case from our MESA binary models (Mpri =
20 M�, Msec = 18 M�, log(P/days) = 3.0) and use the radia-
tive transfer code CMFGEN (Hillier & Miller 1998) to compute
synthetic spectra of a primary and secondary at the beginning
(Fig. 7) and the end (Fig. 8) of the first BSG stage of the primary
(before mass transfer takes place).

We compute spectra when the primary has a temperature of
Teff = 23 000 K with log(g) = 3.00 dex (beginning of BSG stage)
and when the primary has a temperature of Teff = 9650 K with
log(g) = 1.50 dex (end of BSG stage). The secondary has a tem-
perature of Teff = 26 000 K with log(g) = 3.50 dex in both cases.
The radiative transfer models are similar to those described in
Groh et al. (2014) and Smith et al. (2017). The CMFGEN spec-
tra we compute in this paper are based on BSG models presented
in Smith et al. (2017) and YSG models presented Groh et al.
(2014), using a similar atomic model. In this paper, we com-
puted a small grid of models around the values of log g, Teff

and luminosity predicted by the binary models for the primary
and secondary with Ṁ similar to that of the MESA models. The
abundances are also the same as those from the MESA models
at the appropriate evolutionary state.

We note that this choice of mass ratio (q = 0.9) and Teff of
the primary represent a “worst case scenario” (i.e. maximising
the relative contribution of flux from the secondary in the V
band). We would expect that other binary systems containing a
20 M� BSG would show a lower contamination due to the sec-
ondary. We combine the spectrum of the primary and secondary
using their luminosities and compare the combined spectrum to
that of the primary to study the effect of the presence of the
secondary.

As an example of a Balmer line used to determine log g, we
compare the Hδ line for the primary and combined spectra (top
panels of Figs. 7 and 8). At the beginning of the BSG stage, a
small amount of increased broadening in the Hδ line is notice-
able in the combined spectrum due to the higher log g of the
secondary. However, this difference is too small to significantly
affect the log g determination, especially at the spectral resolu-
tion of 5 Å which is used for the extragalactic studies of BSGs.
The effect on the Si III/IV lines is also very small which sug-
gests that the presence of a secondary has little influence on the
temperature and gravity diagnostics of early BSG types. At the
end of the BSG stage, when the primary has Teff = 9650 K, the
Balmer lines and the metal lines, and hence the determination of
log g and Teff , are practically unaffected by the presence of the
secondary (upper panel of Fig. 8). This is because the ratio of
the flux in the V-band of the primary to the secondary is 16 (see
Sect. 4.5.3).

We also investigate the temperature diagnostic for later spec-
tral types using the Balmer jump, as it has been applied in the
earlier FGLR work. In Fig. 8, we compare the Balmer jump for
the primary star with the combined spectral energy distribution
at the end of the BSG stage when the primary is an A-type BSG.
At wavelengths lower than the Balmer jump, the flux ratio of the
primary to the secondary is 3.0 because of the higher Teff of the
secondary. As a result, the Balmer jump of the combined spec-
tral energy distribution is slightly decreased, as compared the
the Balmer jump of the primary. In the bottom panel of Fig. 8,
we plot the difference in Balmer jump inferred from the primary
and combined spectra, ∆DB, for models with different initial pri-
mary masses by computing CMFGEN spectra for the primary
when Tpri = 9650 K and for secondaries of different masses. The
value of ∆DB increases with increasing initial mass because the
values for log g of the primary at Tpri = 9650 K decrease with
increasing mass. The lower log g of the primary then results
in a smaller value of DB of the primary which means the UV
flux of the secondary is less important when the energy distri-
butions of the primary and secondary are combined. As can be
inferred from Fig. 30 in Kudritzki et al. (2008b), this reduced
Balmer jump will result in an increase of Teff of up to 300 K and
also an increase of gF of up to 0.05 dex. This is within the uncer-
tainties of the temperature and gravity diagnostics, but it will
be a systematic effect as the secondaries are always hotter than
the primary in our models with q = 0.9. As noted at the begin-
ning of this section, this is the most extreme case. Population
synthesis, taking into account the distribution of mass fractions
and initial orbital periods will be needed to assess this effect in
detail.

We conclude that there is a small systematic bias in the
determinations of log g and Teff from spectra of primary BSGs
in binary systems due to the presence of unresolved secondary
stars.
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Fig. 9. Change in B−V colour due to presence of secondary as a function
of the effective temperature of the primary star during the first BSG
stage of the primary (before mass transfer takes place). The values were
computed for our MESA models with initial primary masses of 12, 15,
20 and 30 M�, log(P/days) = 3.0 and mass ratio q = 0.9.

4.5.2. Determination of B − V colour

Secondly, we discuss how the presence of an unresolved sec-
ondary may affect the B − V colour used to calculate redden-
ing corrections. As the secondary has a temperature of about
Teff = 26 000 K throughout the BSG stage of the primary, its
relative contributions in the B and V band may cause a hotter
inferred B − V colour. A changed B − V colour due to the sec-
ondary may result in incorrect reddening corrections and hence
incorrect bolometric magnitudes assigned to the primary. To
check this, we plot the change in B − V that would be observed
due to the presence of the secondary star using colours from
(Worthey & Lee 2011), as a function of Teff of the primary star
during the first BSG stage (Fig. 9). The flux contribution of the
secondary has little effect on the B − V colour of the unre-
solved system, causing a maximum change in B − V colour
of −0.023 mag. This is also encouraging because it shows that
the reddening corrections are not strongly affected by the pres-
ence of the secondary. While this is a small effect, it is also
systematic. A systematic error of 0.02 mag in B − V would
result in an error of 0.06 mag in extinction and, thus, in the
apparent bolometric magnitude Mbol. As a result, the distance
modulus determined would be slightly biased towards smaller
values. This implies that the FGLR method applied to BSGs
that are in unresolved binaries would slightly underestimate the
distance to their host galaxies. However, we note again that
the mass ratio considered here q = 0.9 is the most extreme
case.

4.5.3. Determination of the bolometric magnitude

It is also important to check how the increased flux from an
unresolved secondary affects the bolometric magnitude assigned
to the primary and the consequences of this increased flux on
the FGLR. As described in Kudritzki et al. (2008b), the effec-
tive temperatures, gravities and metallicities obtained in the
spectral analysis of each individual BSG are used to calculate
bolometric corrections (BCs), which are then combined with
the de-reddened observed V-band magnitudes to obtain appar-
ent bolometric magnitudes Mbol. Therefore, the secondary can

Fig. 10. Ratio of the flux of the primary to the secondary in the V band,
FV, pri/FV, sec, as a function of the temperature of the primary star during
the main BSG stage of the primary (before mass transfer takes place).
The values were computed for our MESA models with initial primary
masses of 12, 15, 20 and 30 M�, log(P/days) = 3.0 and mass ratio
q = 0.9.

affect Mbol either due to additional flux in the V band, or due to
spectral contamination causing an incorrect determination of log
g or Teff , which are used to calculate the BCs. As we have dis-
cussed above, the determinations for log g and Teff of the primary
BSG are not significantly affected by the presence of an unre-
solved secondary. However, increased flux in the V band from
an unresolved secondary may cause an increase in the calculated
bolometric luminosity and an increased scatter of the FGLR.
This increase in apparent bolometric luminosity may result in
underestimates of distances to BSGs.

To study the effect of increased flux in the V band, we inves-
tigate the ratio of the flux in the V band of the primary to the sec-
ondary, FV, pri/FV, sec, during the main BSG stage of the primary
(Fig. 10). We select some representative models to illustrate the
behaviour for other systems. Again, we note that this mass ratio
of q = 0.9 represents a worst case scenario in terms of contri-
bution of flux from the secondary. During the BSG stage, the
bolometric luminosities of both the primary and secondary and
the temperature of the secondary remain approximately constant
over the timescale of the BSG stage. The value of FV, pri/FV, sec
increases as the temperature of the primary decreases and its
output in the V band increases. For much of the BSG stage
of the primary, the flux ratio of the primary to the secondary
is so large that the secondary will have a negligible impact on
the total flux in the V band or on the spectrum in the visual
range. This means that even for a BSG in a binary system
with mass ratio q = 0.9, the presence of an unresolved sec-
ondary will only impact the V band flux from the system dur-
ing the beginning of the BSG stage of the primary. For sys-
tems with lower mass ratios, we expect much larger flux ratios
FV, pri/FV, sec.

Based on the conclusions above that there is little system-
atic bias in determinations of log g and Teff from spectra of
primary BSGs in binary systems, we expect that the presence
of unresolved secondary stars will not shift the tracks in the
FGLR diagram horizontally. However, the analysis of the val-
ues of FV, pri/FV, sec, suggests that changes in Mbol assigned to
the primary may shift the tracks vertically in the FGLR diagram.
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Fig. 11. Tracks in Mbol vs. Log g/T4
eff

plane for BSG stages, using both
a modified and unmodified bolometric magnitude due to the presence
of the secondary. Grey tracks are original tracks with unmodified Mbol
(as in Fig. 3). Blue, green and red tracks correspond to the first, second
and third BSG stages with modified Mbol calculated by combining the
V band flux of the primary and secondary and applying the bolomet-
ric correction (BC) based on the log g and Teff of the primary. Maroon
tracks use a modified Mbol calculated by computing the bolometric mag-
nitude for the sum of the luminosities of the primary and secondary.
Top panel: close-up track of the 15 M� model to more clearly illustrate
the changes in the modified tracks. Bottom panel: models with initial
masses of 12, 15, 20 and 30 M�, mass ratio of q = 0.9 and initial period
of log(P/days) = 3.0.

To study the effect of the presence of a secondary star on the Mbol
assigned to the primary on the FGLR, we compute tracks in the
Mbol vs. Log g/T4

eff
plane for a representative sample of MESA

models in Fig. 10, using a modified bolometric magnitude due
to the presence of the secondary (Fig. 11). The modified Mbol
is calculated by combining the V band flux of the primary and
secondary and applying the BC based on the log g and Teff of the
primary. The values of the BCs are taken from (Worthey & Lee
2011).

Comparing the tracks with modified and unmodified Mbol,
the increased flux from the secondary has the systematic effect
of raising the tracks in the FGLR plane (Fig. 11). Because
FV, pri/FV, sec varies during the BSG stage (Fig. 10), the effect
of the secondary on the modified Mbol also varies. The effect
of the secondary on Mbol is more pronounced when the
primary is a B-type supergiant than when it is an A-type super-
giant. When taking into account the binary fraction and the dis-
tribution of mass ratios, additional flux from secondary stars
will produce a natural scatter in the FGLR plane. This may
be some of the source of the observed scatter in the FGLR.
Similar results are obtained for different orbital periods.
Although this natural scatter is still within the error bars obtained
from observations and remains consistent with the observed scat-
ter, it is a systematic increase in bolometric luminosity which
could be important when using the FGLR to determine distances.
Of course, if the calibration of the FGLR is equally affected,
then the systematic effect would not affect distance determina-
tions. It is important to note that Fig. 11 represents the max-
imum effect and we expect a smaller effect for smaller mass
ratios.

4.6. Identifying BSGs in binary systems

One way to deconstruct a composite spectrum from an unre-
solved binary system containing a BSG is through radial veloc-
ity measurements. The orbital velocities expected in the binary
systems are indicated in Table 1. From Table 1, we see that the
maximum amplitude of the orbital velocity is between 40 and
60 km s−1, therefore only a fraction of these systems could be
detected to be composite. The extragalactic FGLR studies work
with a resolution of 5 Å and will therefore not be able to iden-
tify most binaries through radial velocity variations. In addition,
some systems will present eclipses and thus might be distin-
guished through their photometric variability. We note, however,
that for many of these systems the period is of the order of one
year or more thus implying longer term observing campaigns.

Figure 12 shows the expected trend between the C/H surface
abundance and the orbital velocity for primary stars at Teff =
12 500 K (see Table 1). The group of stars located at the top of
the diagram have a similar C/H surface abundance to their ini-
tial value. These correspond to the stars evolving from the MS
towards the RSG stage. They show no C depletion at the surface.
A second group of stars show lower C/H surface abundances,
indicating depletion of C at the surface. These stars are evolv-
ing towards the blue after experiencing strong mass loss in the
RSG stage. The mass loss reveals the inner layers of the star
which are depleted in C due to CNO processes. We see a trend
of decreasing C/H surface abundances with increasing orbital
velocity. Stars with smaller initial periods (and hence higher
orbital velocities) undergo stronger mass loss (due to mass trans-
fer) in the RSG stage, revealing deeper, more C depleted layers
in the star. This trend, combined with radial velocities, could
be used to identify blue stars that exist in binary systems. We
note, however, that rotational mixing could affect this trend. Not
all of these blue stars will necessarily be a BSG, as some may
show strongly depleted surface hydrogen. To be tested, the two
spectra should be distinguishable and relatively high resolution
is needed to infer the radial velocity. Due to the high resolution
required, this is more promising for nearby BSGs as observa-
tions of extragalactic BSGs typically use a spectral resolution of
about 1000.

4.7. Further work

Based on the results of this paper, we have determined that
most BSGs in close binaries follow the observed FGLR and
that the presence of unresolved secondary stars does not sig-
nificantly affect the value of Mbol, log g or Teff measured for
primary BSGs. We find that BSGs that form after mass transfer
episodes (2nd or 3rd stage BSGs) are, in general, not consis-
tent with the observed FGLR. As these stars have lost a sub-
stantial amount of mass, they may have in different wind prop-
erties. For instance, they may have extended atmospheres and
show significant Balmer line emission, which would make the
star observationally recognised as a blue hypergiant or a lumi-
nous blue variable (LBV). A similar effect has been found for
single stars of 20–25 M� by Groh et al. (2013a). We will explore
the spectroscopic evolution of binary systems in a forthcoming
paper.

We used the MLT++ (mixing length theory) scheme
(Paxton et al. 2013) to avoid numerical issues. It remains to be
seen whether this implementation is valid over the mass range
we explored. Recently Chun et al. (2018) investigated the impact
of the MLT++ on post-MS stars, in particular RSGs. Based
on the results in that paper, it is possible that using MLT++
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Table 1. Selected quantities for primary stars from MESA models taken at log(Teff) = 4.1.

Initial details Quantities for primary star Quantities for secondary star

Minitial log(P) Stage Mprim fBSG τBSG Xsurf C/Hsurf log g log P ν
prim
orb Msec Lpri/Lsec log g

M� days M� kyr cm s−2 days km s−1 M� cm s−2

12 1.0 1 10.43 0.24 18.57 0.70 4.92e-03 2.70 1.06 133 10.81 0.63 3.57
12 1.0 2 3.90 0.76 58.86 0.28 4.52e-04 1.68 1.84 98 12.10 2.64 3.89
12 2.0 1 11.59 0.31 21.96 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 2.02 60 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 2.0 2 3.98 0.69 49.91 0.31 3.97e-04 1.72 2.81 46 12.08 2.74 3.86
12 2.6 1 11.59 0.28 22.09 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 2.62 38 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 2.6 2 4.18 0.72 56.85 0.40 3.61e-04 1.73 3.34 30 12.01 2.59 3.84
12 3.0 1 11.59 0.07 22.09 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 3.02 28 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 3.0 2 4.56 0.80 236.91 0.57 2.29e-03 1.95 3.60 24 11.84 1.75 3.72
12 3.1 1 11.59 0.04 22.10 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 3.12 25 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 3.1 2 4.72 0.96 497.86 0.61 2.69e-03 2.01 3.65 23 11.76 1.58 3.66
12 3.3 1 11.59 1.00 22.09 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 3.32 22 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 3.3 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
12 3.4 1 11.59 1.00 22.09 0.70 4.92e-03 2.35 3.42 20 10.57 1.98 3.63
12 3.4 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
15 1.0 1 10.53 1.00 50.73 0.70 4.87e-03 2.54 1.17 144 14.04 0.38 3.45
15 1.0 2 5.49 1.00 50.73 0.50 2.54e-04 1.72 1.72 114 15.05 1.40 3.72
15 2.0 1 14.42 0.31 15.81 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 2.02 65 13.30 1.83 3.54
15 2.0 2 5.76 0.69 35.78 0.32 3.79e-04 1.45 2.67 54 14.99 2.66 3.75
15 2.6 1 14.42 0.38 15.78 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 2.62 41 13.30 1.84 3.54
15 2.6 2 5.85 0.62 25.85 0.44 2.87e-04 1.62 3.23 35 14.96 2.58 3.77
15 3.0 1 14.42 0.28 15.79 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 3.02 30 13.30 1.83 3.54
15 3.0 2 6.02 0.72 40.58 0.59 2.13e-03 1.73 3.55 27 14.83 2.01 3.70
15 3.1 1 14.42 0.18 15.79 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 3.12 28 13.30 1.83 3.54
15 3.1 2 6.13 0.78 67.92 0.61 2.55e-03 1.74 3.62 25 14.76 1.84 3.68
15 3.3 1 14.42 0.14 15.78 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 3.32 24 13.30 1.84 3.54
15 3.3 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
15 3.4 1 14.42 1.00 15.79 0.70 4.92e-03 2.17 3.42 22 13.30 1.83 3.54
15 3.4 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
20 1.0 1 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
20 1.0 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
20 2.0 1 18.73 0.39 12.41 0.70 4.92e-03 1.94 2.04 71 17.69 1.80 3.42
20 2.0 2 8.02 0.30 9.39 0.48 4.34e-04 1.58 2.63 61 19.83 1.47 3.84
20 2.6 1 18.73 0.37 11.81 0.70 4.92e-03 1.94 2.64 45 17.69 1.80 3.42
20 2.6 2 8.41 0.52 16.72 0.46 3.71e-04 1.59 3.18 39 19.73 1.61 3.70
20 3.0 1 18.73 0.11 12.01 0.70 4.92e-03 1.95 3.04 33 17.69 1.70 3.42
20 3.0 2 9.14 0.89 96.61 0.47 8.58e-04 1.59 3.46 31 19.44 1.92 3.74
20 3.1 1 18.73 0.13 12.01 0.70 4.92e-03 1.95 3.14 30 17.69 1.70 3.42
20 3.1 2 9.07 0.87 81.64 0.51 1.38e-03 1.59 3.54 29 19.35 1.76 3.65
20 3.3 1 18.73 1.00 12.25 0.70 4.92e-03 1.93 3.34 26 17.69 1.76 3.42
20 3.3 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
20 3.4 1 18.73 0.18 10.92 0.70 4.92e-03 1.96 3.44 24 17.69 1.71 3.42
20 3.4 2 8.94 0.82 51.01 0.62 3.02e-03 1.57 3.75 24 18.85 1.78 3.41
30 1.0 1 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
30 1.0 2 Does not produce stage that reaches log(Teff /K) = 4.1
30 2.0 1 25.86 1.00 48.56 0.70 4.92e-03 1.70 2.09 79 25.55 1.53 3.19
30 2.0 2 15.03 1.00 48.56 0.44 4.19e-04 1.39 2.42 75 27.66 1.76 3.53
30 2.6 1 25.86 0.09 8.07 0.70 4.92e-03 1.70 2.69 49 25.55 1.56 3.19
30 2.6 2 15.83 0.91 76.96 0.49 3.14e-04 1.46 2.96 48 27.35 1.73 3.43
30 3.0 1 25.86 0.09 8.08 0.70 4.92e-03 1.70 3.09 36 25.55 1.56 3.19
30 3.0 2 16.15 0.91 80.47 0.53 3.40e-04 1.46 3.32 36 27.04 1.76 3.34
30 3.1 1 25.86 0.13 7.90 0.70 4.92e-03 1.68 3.19 34 25.55 1.51 3.19
30 3.1 2 15.02 0.87 54.56 0.50 8.64e-04 1.40 3.45 33 27.03 1.79 3.31
30 3.3 1 25.86 0.14 7.93 0.70 4.92e-03 1.70 3.39 29 25.55 1.54 3.19
30 3.3 2 15.46 0.86 47.79 0.46 9.80e-04 1.43 3.60 29 26.55 1.78 3.22
30 3.4 1 25.86 0.22 8.03 0.70 4.92e-03 1.70 3.49 27 25.55 1.55 3.19
30 3.4 2 15.65 0.78 29.06 0.60 2.48e-03 1.41 3.68 27 26.15 1.82 3.14

Notes. “Stage” column denotes if star is moving to the red in the HR diagram (first stage) or moving to the blue (second stage). “ fBSG” indicates
the time spent between log(Teff) = 3.9 and 4.4 for a given stage as a fraction of the total BSG lifetime of each model. τBSG indicates the lifetime of
the BSG stage in kyr. Not all of these evolutionary points are considered BSGs (see X surface fractions). The rows in italics correspond to models
that return to the blue due to mass loss, at a temperature log(Teff) > 3.9 and therefore technically produce only one BSG stage. We include the
parameters of these models when it has log(Teff) = 4.1 in the stage 2 rows.
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Fig. 12. C/H surface abundance vs. orbital velocity for primary stars in
our MESA binary models. The values were computed at a temperature
of Teff = 12 500 K (see Table 1). The blue and green points represent
stars moving towards the red and towards the blue in the HR diagram
respectively. Not all of the stars moving towards the blue are considered
BSGs by our criteria, due to low hydrogen surface abundances.

may affect the post mass transfer effective temperatures. The
treatment of radiation-dominated envelopes in 1D stellar evo-
lution models is challenging and we expect that future models
would benefit from improved physical implementation of radia-
tion dominated envelopes.

Population synthesis calculations are needed to more pre-
cisely compare the predictions from these binary stellar evolu-
tion models with the observed FGLR. This would properly take
into account the distribution of initial periods and mass ratios. It
is worth noting that (Eldridge et al. 2017) present a population
synthesis based on the BPASS models to study primary BSGs in
binary systems. Given the difference we have discussed between
the BPASS and MESA models, it would be warranted to do sim-
ilar work with the MESA models. While a full population syn-
thesis of the same scale as BPASS would take significant time
to complete, creating the necessary grid to focus on the FGLR is
a feasible next step. We note that MESA has recently been used
to do population synthesis of single stars (Choi et al. 2016). As
we discuss above, rotation may significantly impact close binary
systems and should be accounted for in future models.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we investigated how binary evolution affects the
properties of BSGs. In particular, we explored the effects on the
bolometric luminosity and flux-weighted gravity (g/T 4

eff
). We

initially assumed that the stars can be observed as individual
objects, and then examined the impact of an unresolved sec-
ondary star on the spectrum of a primary BSG and the impli-
cations for the FGLR. Our main results and their implications
are summarised below.
1. Based on the BPASS suite and a grid of models we computed

with MESA, we find that most BSGs in close binary systems
follow the observed FGLR. This is encouraging as it means
that the FGLR is robust not only with respect to changes in
the mass, metallicity and rotation but also with respect to
multiplicity.

2. Our models indicate the possibility that there are some BSGs
outside the FGLR observed scatter. These are produced when
primary stars in a binary system undergo a mass trans-
fer episode during the RSG stage and evolve back to the
blue with a greatly reduced mass, and hence reduced flux-
weighted gravity gF. Such systems may actually also be
produced by single star evolution with strong mass losses
during the RSG phase. In their spectroscopic FGLR studies,
Kudritzki et al. (2008b) and Vivian et al. (2009) each found
one such object in the galaxies NGC 300 and M 33 respec-
tively.

3. We estimate the frequency of these systems to be between
1 and 24% depending on, among other factors, the surface
fraction of hydrogen that an evolved blue star can have to
still be considered a BSG. These percentages were estimated
under the assumption that all stars exist in binary systems
with periods between 1.4 and 3000 days. If we take into
account the existence of longer period binary systems and
single stars, these percentages will decrease by an amount
depending on the binary fraction and the initial period dis-
tribution of binary systems. The observations suggest a
very small fraction of such objects. For nearby galaxies
with distances smaller than 2 Mpc (M 33, WLM, NGC 3109,
NGC 300), only two objects out of a total of 81 (or 2.5%)
were found to be low mass FGLR outliers. However, we note
that the target selection for spectroscopic FGLR distance
determinations is heavily biased towards brighter objects to
enable spectroscopy with a decent signal-to-noise. To assess
the statistical effect of this selection bias on the fraction of
outliers is difficult without population synthesis.

4. In the context of extragalactic observations, the systems stud-
ied here would be unresolved by a 10 m telescope. Therefore,
we studied the impact of the presence of a secondary on the
inferred magnitude, B − V colour, log g and effective tem-
perature of a primary BSG in a binary system with a mass
ratio of q = 0.9. A high mass ratio will, in general, max-
imise the effects of the secondary on the primary spectrum.
We find that, for a mass ratio of q = 0.9, the contribution of
a secondary star to the spectrum of a primary BSG has only
a very small effect on the determination of Teff and log g.
The effects on the determination of interstellar reddening and
bolometric magnitude are also small but systematic in the
sense that the brightness will be overestimated by a few hun-
dredths of a magnitude. In addition to this systematic effect,
a natural scatter may be introduced to the FGLR. Detailed
population synthesis calculations are needed to investigate
this effect.

5. Our models suggest that some outliers to the FGLR could
be the product of binary evolution. These come from sys-
tems with periods 2.8 < log(P/days) < 3.5 as these sys-
tems produce BSGs returning from the RSG stage after a
mass transfer episode. Interestingly, all these outliers would
present strongly depleted C surface abundances.

In conclusion, we find that most BSGs in close binary sys-
tems should be suitable for extragalactic distance determina-
tions using the flux-weighted gravity luminosity relationship,
although some possible outliers exist. The contribution of flux
from an unresolved secondary has small systematic effect on the
FGLR and also produces a natural scatter in the relationship.

After mass transfer and interaction with the companion, our
results indicate that massive stars may only be recognised as
BSGs in binary systems with a certain range of orbital peri-
ods, which depends on the mass ratio of the two components.
For shorter orbital periods, different post-interaction spectra
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could be produced as the surface H abundances are significantly
reduced compared to normal BSGs. These post-interacting sys-
tems could be observationally classified as blue hypergiants or
LBVs. During or shortly after the mass transfer, the compan-
ion stars could be recognised as B[e] stars given the dense cir-
cumstellar medium that could be produced as a result of high
mass-transfer rates, possibly coupled with the spin up of these
companion stars by mass accretion. These evolutionary connec-
tions illustrate that the properties of BSGs evolving in binary
systems analysed in this paper, and how they are connected to
other classes of massive stars and supernova progenitors, remain
an important topic for further exploration.
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